This paper features a new ACD model which sits within the theoretical framework provided by the recently developed observation-driven time series models by Creal, et al (2013) : the Generalized Autoregressive Score (GAS) models. The ACDD model itself contains three novelties. First, durations (intra-trade intervals or waitingtimes) are signed, based on whether a (positive) ask-driven trade or a (negative) biddriven trade occurred. These signed trade-durations are known as directional durations. Second, as the resultant directional durations are no longer positive and asymmetrical but are symmetrically distributed, the familiar GARCH-like formulation of the ACD process is proposed for modelling these directional durations. 
Introduction
High-frequency financial time series have become widely available during the past decade or so. Records of all transactions and quoted prices are readily available in pre-determined formats from many stock exchanges. An inherent feature is that such data are irregularly spaced in time. Several approaches have been taken to address this feature of the data.
The seminal work originated with Engle and Russell [9] , where the time between events (trades, quotes, price changes etc.) or durations are the quantities being modelled. These authors proposed a class of models called the Autoregressive Conditional Duration, or ACD, models, where conditional (expected) durations are modelled in a fashion similar to the way conditional variances are modelled using ARCH and GARCH models of Engle [8] and Bollerslev [5] .
ACD models and GARCH models share several common features, ACD models being commonly viewed as the counterpart of GARCH models for duration data.
Both models rely on a similar economic motivation following from the clustering of news and financial events in the markets. The autoregressive ACD model captures 3 the duration clustering observed in high frequency data, i.e. small (large) durations being followed by other small (large) durations in a way similar to the way the GARCH model accounts for volatility clustering. Just as a low order GARCH model is often found to suffice for removing the dependence in squared returns, a low order ACD model is often successful in removing the temporal dependence in durations (see Pacurar [16] ). Following the GARCH literature, a number of extensions to the original linear ACD model by Engle and Russell [9] have been suggested. These include the logarithmic ACD model of Bauwens and Giot [1] , and the threshold ACD model of Zhang, Russell and Tsay [17] . The error distributions associated with the conditional durations has also been suggested to have several different shapes.
Examples include the exponential and Weibull distributions as in Engle and Russell [9] , and the Burr and generalized gamma distributions utilised by Grammig and Maurer [9] respectively. However, a crucial assumption for obtaining the quasimaximum likelihood (QML) consistent estimates of the ACD model and its extensions is that the conditional expectation of durations is correctly specified and that the model is linear. The QML estimations yield consistent estimates and the inference procedures in this case are straightforward to implement, but this comes at the cost of efficiency. In practice, fully efficient maximum likelihood (ML) estimates might be preferred if the nature of the underlying distribution is known; however, this is not likely to be the case.
The original ACD models focus on taking into account the duration between market events; quote or price changes, and did not include information inherent in the evolution of the price process in the dynamics of the model. A significant departure from this is the Asymmetric ACD model of Bauwens and Giot [2] who follow a The model developed in this paper is a variant of the asymmetric approach explored by Bauwens and Giot [2] and it sits within the context of recent work by Creal, et al [6] in their development of the Generalized Autoregressive Score (GAS) models provides a natural framework for our model. This new class of observation-driven time series models adopts a mechanism to update the parameters over time by using the scaled score of the likelihood function. This approach provides a unified and consistent framework for introducing time-varying parameters in a wide class of nonlinear models. They suggest that their GAS model encompasses other wellknown models such as the generalized autoregressive conditional heteroskedasticity (GARCH models), autoregressive conditional duration (ACD models), autoregressive conditional intensity, and Poisson count models with time-varying means.
Time series models with time-varying parameters can be divided into two classes of models: observation-driven models and parameter-driven models. In the former approach, time variation of the parameters is introduced by letting parameters be functions of lagged dependent variables as well as contemporaneous and lagged exogenous variables. Although the parameters are stochastic, they are perfectly 5 predictable given the past information. This simplifies likelihood evaluation and observation-driven models have become popular in the applied statistics and econometrics literature. Typical examples of these models are the generalized autoregressive conditional heteroskedasticity (GARCH) models of Engle [8] , and Bollerslev [5] , and the autoregressive conditional duration (ACD) and model of Engle and Russell [9] . In the latter, parameter-driven models, the parameters are stochastic processes with their own sources of error. An example of this class of models would be stochastic volatility models, as discussed by Shephard [17] .
Creal, et al [6] formulate their general class of observation-driven time-varying parameter models and exploit the full density structure of the score function. In this class of models, the time-varying parameter ft and the score depend on the full underlying density structure. They demonstrate that their GAS model structure can nest both GARCH (1,1) models and ACD (1,1) models as well as MEM models (multiplicative error models). 
It is assumed that yt is generated by the observation density
6 To set the model framework in the familiar autoregressive context that provides the context for both GARCH and ACD models assume that the mechanism for updating the time-varying parameter ft is given by an autoregressive updating equation:
Where ω is a vector of constants, the coefficient matrices Ai and Bj have the appropriate dimensions for i = 1,….,p and j = 1,….,q, while st is an appropriate function of past data. The unknown coefficients to be estimated in the expression above are functions of θ. Clearly, both GARCH and ACD models sit within this general GAS framework.  in all these models; as time between successive trades are positive (see Hautsch [13] ). Distributions defined on positive support typically imply a strict relationship between the first moment and higher order moments and do not disentangle the conditional mean and variance function. For example, under the exponential distribution, all higher order moments directly depend on the first moment. Consequently, the corollary as derived in Engle and Russell [9] using the EACD(1,1) model cannot not necessarily be extended to the more general ADCD(p,q) models with further proofs (see Pacurar [16] ). Hence there is a certain inflexibility and lack of published rigorous diagnostics encountered with standard 7 ACD models. Explicit GARCH-based ACD models circumvent these limitations for obvious reasons.
In addition, apart from being autocorrelated and having arch effects, duration innovations also exhibit long range dependence (long memory) and non-stationarity.
Empirical studies based on the linear ACD model often reveal persistence in durations as the estimated coefficients on lagged variables add up nearly to one.
Moreover, many financial duration series show a hyperbolic decay, i.e. significant autocorrelations up to long lags. This suggests that a better fit might be obtained by accounting for longer term dependence in durations. Indeed, the standard ACD model imposes an exponential decay pattern on the autocorrelation function typical for stationary and invertible ARMA processes. This may be completely inappropriate in the presence of long memory processes. Thus, whilst crucial for the ACD model and its extensions the "assumptions of iid innovations may be too strong and inappropriate for describing the behaviour of trade durations" (see Pacurar [16] ). A further point of note is that whilst the Ljung-Box test statistic is assumed to have an asymptotic 2  distribution under the null hypothesis, no formal analysis exists that rigorously establishes this result in the context of the standard ACD models (see Pacurar [16] ).
In this paper we provide a slightly different approach to work originated by Engle and Russell [9] . We propose an alternative definition of durations, where positive durations depict "ask-durations" and negative durations depict "bid-durations". This Zhang et al [19] demonstrate that the decomposition of the spread into two components: the cost of buy exposure and the cost of sell exposure by taking into account the time series characteristics of trading at the bid and ask produces richer information about trading costs and price volatility. They test and find evidence that the effect of volumes traded on these components is not symmetric, which is an effect not captured in standard ACD models which do not distinguish between trading at the bid and ask. Our model framework would facilitate the greater exploration of these effects if warranted.
A further consideration is that recently there have been considerable advances in algorithmic trading and in market surveillance techniques utilized by regulators. They both utilize the analysis of microstructure patterns of buying and selling sequences.
If any patterns are found to be extractable, they will be invaluable for smart traders.
Other distinct microstructure patterns may reflect abnormal trading behaviour by market participants. These microstructure patterns can then be used to empower market trading/surveillance agents in monitoring the markets The paper is organized as follows; we have set the scene in the introduction and briefly introduced GAS models which provide a broad conceptual framework for a wide variety of GARCH and ACD models. In section two we briefly discuss the 9 standard ACD model and introduce the concept of directional durations. Section three introduces the semi-parametric fractional autoregressive ACDD model, and the research method and data are discussed in sections four and five. The results are discussed in section six and section seven concludes the paper.
The basic ACDD model
The time series of arrival times or durations between successive occurrences of certain events associated with the trading process can be defined in a number of ways. Examples include the time between successive trades, the time until a price change occurs or until a pre-specified number of shares or level of turnover has been traded. We define directional durations as signed durations or times between successive trades. The signs of the durations are positive when the trade price is above the mid-price and are negative when the trade price is below the mid-price.
The sign of the duration when the trade-price is equal to the mid-price (13.25% of the data) is replaced with the directional sign of the previous directional duration. The mid-price is taken to be the average of the nearest bid and ask quotes. In doing so, we are able to differentiate between the arrival times of bid and ask-driven trades.
The basic ACDD model relies on a linear parameterization of the conditional duration, i  which depends on p past absolute directional durations and q past conditional durations, defined as: ACDD model is that the standardised directional durations,
are independent and identically distributed (IID) with
Equation ( 3)  has a GED with mean zero and unit variance, the PDF of i  is given by:
2 Note that the standard ACD model assumes the standardised durations are independent and identically distributed (IID) with
and  is a positive parameter governing the thickness of the tail behaviour of the distribution. When  =2 the above PDF reduces to the standard normal PDF; when  <2, the density has thicker tails than the normal density; when  >2, the density has thinner tails than the normal density. When the tail thickness parameter  =1, the PDF of the GED reduces to the PDF of a double exponential distribution (The GED nests the Exponential pdf distribution in the basic ACD model of Engle and Russell [9] ).
Based on the above PDF, the log-likelihood function of ACDD model with GED errors can be constructed and maximum likelihood (ML) and quasi-maximum likelihood (QML) estimators for the ACDD parameters can be easily derived..
Furthermore, the redefinition of durations to bid-and ask-based durations enables us to fully adopt the full range of extant GARCH formulations i.e. meaning both the mean equation and the variance equation in the standard GARCH model and its various extensions can be utilised for duration modeling. Various types of GARCH models, such as EGARCH, TGARCH, PGARCH, etc. can be accessed for analogous ACDD modelling but will not be considered here as the motivation in this paper is to highlight and investigate the effects of embedding the bid-ask trading dynamics into the duration processes against the standard ACD approach used in Engle and Russell [9] . Investigations into the relevance of the other GARCH types for ACD modeling (including nonlinear models) are left for future research.
Under the proposed ACDD formulation, the directional durations are open to long range dependence (long memory) and non-stationarity, if any, in addition to exhibiting autocorrelation, arch and diurnal effects (see Table 2 ). To address these additional stylised characteristics and as several 'trend-generating' mechanisms may be occur simultaneously, we introduce a SEMIFAR-based mean equation into the ACDD model.
The SEMIFAR-ACDD model
Semi-parametric fractional autoregressive (SEMIFAR) models (see Beran and Feng 
where
Similarly, in the SEMIFAR-ACDD model, the mean equation is defined as follows:
with the duration equation defined by: 
The Data
The dataset used in this paper is the IBM data used in the seminal paper titled "Autoregressive Conditional Duration: A New Model for Irregularly Spaced
Transaction Data" by Engle and Russell [9] and was downloaded from http://weber.ucsd.edu/~mbacci/engle. This is to enable direct comparisons to be made with the standard ACD model using the same data. Engle and Russell [9] give the following account of the data set: "The data were abstracted from the Trades, A total of 60328 transactions were recorded for IBM over the 3 months of trading on the consolidated market from November 1990 through January 1991. As per the seminal paper, 2 days from the three months of quote and trade data were deleted.
A halt occurred on 23rd November and a more than one hour opening delay occurred on 27th December. Following Engle and Russell [9] the first half hour of the trading day (i.e. trades and quotes before 10.00am) is omitted. This is to avoid modelling the opening of the market which is characterized by a call auction followed by heavy In addition, all trades and quotes after 4.00pm were also omitted. After omitting these two days and deleting those trade times less than 10am and greater the 4pm, 51356 observations of the original 60328 transactions remained. Of the transactions occurring at non-unique trading times, nearly all of them corresponded with zero price movements. Engle and Russell [9] suggest that these transactions may reflect large orders that were broken up into smaller pieces. As it is not clear that each piece should be considered a separate transaction, the zero-second durations were considered to be a single transaction and were deleted from the data set. After all the adjustments to the data, 46052 observations were collated.
In their seminal paper, Engle and Russell [9] reported 46091 final IBM observations. This is probably a typo (it should have been 46051) as their other reported summary statistics for the same dataset was identical with the mean duration of 28.38 seconds, maximum duration of 561 seconds and standard deviation of 38.41 seconds obtained from out final dataset. We ended up with 46052 observations, the extra 1 observation is due to the way we adjusted our durations. In Figure 2 it can be seen that the directional durations can either be positive or negative, whereas standard durations have strictly positive support. In addition, absolute values of the directional durations are equivalent to standard durations. The directional durations as defined enable symmetrically distributed innovation errors to be assumed. It can be seen in Table 1 that using directional durations increases the range of durations, reduces their mean value, and reduces their skewness and kurtosis whilst adding to their standard deviation.
Results
The seasonal adjustment to the standard durations was carried out as done by Engle and Russell [9] using the same scatterplot smoothing SUPSMU-subroutine in S-PLUS. A SEMIFAR filter (the mean equation) was then applied both to the squareroot adjusted standard durations and the square-root adjusted directional deviations. 3 This also enabled an equivalent SEMIFAR-ACD model to be compared against a similar SEMIFAR-ACDD model (as recommended by an anonymous referee). Table 2 for the adjusted and square-root adjusted standard and directional durations (AdjSD, AdjDD, sqrt(AdjSD) and sqrt(AdjDD)) before and after applying the SEMIFAR (2) model indicates persistence in the bid-ask process is being captured by the mean equation. 4 The GED parameter estimates are greater than the value of 2 (for a normal distribution) for all standardized model residuals models. However, the GED distribtution for the SF (2) Table 3 To make highlight the subtle differences in the conditional durations as captured by the various models, Figure 6 provides two scatter plot, one for the ACD/ACDD conditional durations and the other for the SEMIFAR-ACD/ACDD conditional durations. As can be seen in Figure 6 , the SEMIFAR models fit very different conditional durations which must be the effects of dependencies in the mean series when the bid-ask dynamics have been embedded. 
Conclusions
This paper modifies the standard ACD model into a SEMIFAR-ACDD model so that non-stationarity and long memory in durations data can be addressed and captured The results indicate that the proposed SEMIFAR-ACDD representation can be used to capture both first-order and second-order dependencies in signed durations data.
Further possible extensions to the ACDD model include leverage effects and the full range of GARCH-type extensions that are not readily available to the standard ACD model.
